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Introduction
A classical theme of econometric analysis is the comparison of two (or more) groups, which were measured under different experimental conditions. As an example consider for instance the comparison of wage functions in different groups defined by gender or location (see Lavergne, 2001 , for more examples). In order to simplify notation we will restrict for the moment to the case of two groups, the extension to three and more groups will be presented later on. In the context of regression one observes independent real valued data Y ij , which follow the model Y ij = f i (t ij ) + σ i (t ij )ε ij , j = 1, . . . , n i (i = 1, 2),
where t ij are fixed locations of measurements, f i denotes the unknown regression function,
and σ 2 i the unknown variance function, σ 2 i (t ij ) = Var(Y ij ) of the i-th group, respectively (i = 1, 2). The errors ε ij are assumed to be independent identically distributed random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. Our aim is to test the equality of the regression functions f 1 and f 2 . Under a parametric assumption on the error ε ij and the functions f i and σ 2 i this leads to the Analysis of Covariance (see Scheffé, 1959 , or Chow, 1960 . Without these assumptions, in particular when the functional form of f i is not specified, this is denoted as nonparametric analysis of covariance (Young and Bowman, 1995) and has received much attention during the last years (see Hall and Hart, 1990; Delgado, 1993; Kulasekera, 1995; Munk and Dette, 1998; or Yatchew, 1999 , among many others). As pointed out by Gørgens (2002) many tests in the literature for
cannot be applied in the general model (1) because often it is assumed that sample sizes are equal, the regressors follow the same distribution between populations, or that there is a homoscedastic error, i. e. the variances σ 2 i are independent of the regressor t. For the general setting (1) there are only a very few tests available, see Cabus (1998) , Dette and Neumeyer (2001) , Lavergne (2001) , Gørgens (2002) and Neumeyer and Dette (2003) . Whereas Lavergne (2001) and Gørgens (2002) consider a stochastic regressor, Cabus (1998) and Neumeyer and Dette (2003) use test statistics, which are based on the associated marked empirical process. The presented method is most similar in spirit to Dette and Neumeyer (2001) . These authors compared theoretically as well as in Monte Carlo study their test with various tests from the literature and came to the conclusion that their test outperforms their competitors in terms of power. In this paper we present a test, which will be shown to be superior to Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) test with respect to power. More specifically, our test is based on the idea to compare a weighted "least squares" estimator under the assumption of equal regression curves with an estimator, which is based on nonparametric estimatorsf i for f i , exactly as in a parametric analysis of covariance. To motivate the procedure assume for the moment the regression functions to be constant f i (t) ≡ µ i , the variance functions to be constant and known σ 
where N = n 1 + n 2 denotes the total sample size. Now we transfer this statistic to a nonparametric set up and consider in the nonparametric regression model (1) the class of pooled estimatorsf
wheref i denote kernel based estimators of the regression functions f i (i = 1, 2). In this class, minimization of the asymptotic MSE
where h denotes a smoothing parameter that fulfils conditions (11) stated in the next section, and K denotes a kernel function, gives the weight
Now we replace σ 2 i and r i by appropriate kernel based estimatorsσ 2 i ,r i (i = 1, 2) and denote byf the resulting pooled estimatorf as in (4). As a test statistic for the hypotheses (2) we consider in analogy of (3),
We will show that under the null hypothesis the standardized test statistic
is asymptotically centered normal with a variance, which only depends on the kernel function K, as well as C does. This might be particularly appealing because, hence, asymptotically the resulting test does not depend on any nuisance parameter, such as f i , σ 2 i or the distribution of the ε ij , in contrast to most procedures suggested in the literature (a notable exception is Gørgens, 2002) . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the required theory. The asymptotic behaviour under fixed and local alternatives is discussed and it is shown that the test of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) is outperformed in general. Only in special cases asymptotically these tests achieve the same power. We show in particular, when the variances are inhomogeneous, i. e. unequal in both groups, or when they are heteroscedastic, i. e. dependent of the regressor, the new test gains significantly in power. We mention that from a practical point of view the case of inhomogeneous variances is very common in applications. For ANOVA models this is well known as the celebrated Behrens-Fisher problem (see for example Weerahandi, 1987) , in our context of nonparametric analysis of covariance we refer to Gørgens (2002) for an econometric example. Hence our method may be regarded as an approach, which adapts automatically to inhomogeneous and heteroscedastic variability. In section 3 the present setting is extended to random regressors and the k-sample case. In section 4 a wild bootstrap variant of the test is proposed, and a numerical study illustrates the performance of our method. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. Proofs are postponed to an Appendix in order to keep the paper more readable.
Asymptotic Theory

Notation and Main Results
We start with various technical assumptions required throughout this section. We assume model (1), where the fixed design points t ij can be modelled by a so called design density r i on [0, 1] such that
see Sacks and Ylvisaker (1970) . We further assume the densities r i and the variance functions σ 2 i to be bounded away from zero, i. e.
The densities, regression and variance functions are assumed to be d-times continuously differentiable, i. e.
where d ≥ 2. As mentioned in the Introduction our approach is based on kernel estimators of f i and σ 2 i . To this end we require a symmetrical kernel K : IR → IR, which is compactly supported and of order d (cf. Gasser, Müller and Mammitzsch, 1985) , i. e.
(−1)
Let h = h N denote a sequence of bandwidths, such that
where N = n 1 + n 2 denotes the total sample size. Further we assume that the sample sizes in each group are of the same order, i. e.
where κ i ∈ (0, 1). In the following we require various estimators for r i , f i and σ 2 i . In order to be concise, the theory will be presented for Nadaraya-Watson type estimators. However, we mention that local polynomial estimators of higher order will work as well, of course, and due to their better performance at the boundary of the regressor space even better performance is to be expected (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) . However, because the suggested test statistic is an integrated quantity of these function estimators, the boundary behaviour will be of minor importance in the present context. In order to estimate the design densities r i we usê
which yields an estimator for f i ,
For the test statistic T N defined in (6) a pooled estimator of f is required (when
Note thatf equalsf defined in (4) using the weights (5) with estimators (13) and (14), that iŝ
To this end the variances σ 2 i have to be estimated by a nonparametric estimator, which is similar in spirit to Ruppert, Wand, Holst and Hössler (1997) , Fan and Yao (1998) or Härdle and Tsybakov (1998) . In the present context we definê
The following theorem gives the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic T N . 
where N (0, τ 2 ) denotes a centered normal random variable with variance
In order to test the hypotheses stated in (2), one rejects H 0 at nominal level α, whenever
where u 1−α = Φ −1 (1 − α) denotes the (1 − α)-quantile of the standard normal distribution. Note, that C and τ are known constants. The consistency of the testing procedure (17) against any nonparametric alternative follows from the next result.
Theorem 2.2 Assume that f 1 = f 2 on a set of positive Lebesgue measure. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 we have
where
and γ 2 = 4 µ.
Theorem 2.2 can be utilized in various ways. First a power approximation can be obtained via
We will use this result in the next section in order to compare the presented test with a procedure of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) in terms of power, see Lemma 2.3.
Second a simple 1 − α confidence interval for the discrepancy measure µ between f 1 and f 2 in (18) is obtained as (0
where c = 4u
/N. To this end observe that µ ≥ 0 always and hence for T N < 0 the inequality
The confidence interval (20) might be of some practical appeal because it gives more accurate insight in how much the true regression functions f 1 , f 2 deviate from equality in terms of the discrepancy measure µ. In contrast, a simple decision based on (17) leaves the experimenter in the difficult situation whether rejection of H 0 is based on a significantly relevant difference between f 1 and f 2 , or in the case of acceptance, whether there is really evidence in favour of f 1 = f 2 or just a lack of power, e. g. due to too small sample sizes. For a careful discussion of these issues cf. Munk and Dette (1998) . Similarly, Theorem 2.2 allows testing precise L 2 -neighbourhoods
where ∆ 0 is a preassigned discrepance the experimenter is willing to tolerate.
Finally, we mention that the test in (17) can detect local alternatives of the form
where g ∈ C d (0, 1), that tend to the null hypothesis at a rate 1/(
2 ) with mean
The constants C and τ 2 are defined in Theorem 2.1. Under (21) we obtain the following approximation of the power,
Comparison with a procedure of Dette and Neumeyer (2001)
The presented test statistic T N is an enhancement of Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) test statistic
where the pooled regression estimator is defined as
) .
T (1)
N does not take into account the potentially different variance functions in the two samples. The combined regression estimatorf and the test statistic T N has an asymptotic normal law, similar to T N , but with different constants, i. e.
The power approximation (19) (which is analogously valid for T
(1) N ) motivates that a large value of the ratio of the mean to the asymptotic standard deviation under the alternative yields large power. This gives us the possibility to compare the two competing procedures and leads to the following result.
Lemma 2.3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 we obtain for the asymptotic signal to noise ratio of T N and T
Proof. From Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality we obtain
It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that one obtains equality in (24) if and only if there exists a constant c such that a. e.
Essentially this holds in the case of homoscedastic and equal variances in the two samples or in the case of equal design densities and homoscedastic variances.
From Lemma 2.3 we see also, that Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) statistic becomes inefficient compared to our approach, when µ/γ is large compared toμ/γ. As an example assume that
(equal sample sizes), r i ≡ 1 (uniform designs) and let
2 (x) = x, the r. h. s. is infinity, and it is expected that in this case our test outperforms the test by Dette and Neumeyer (2001) significantly. We will investigate this more detailed in section 4 where a simulation study is presented.
Under the local alternatives H 1 N considered in (21) the statistic T
(1) N of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) shows a similar behaviour like T N but with asymptotic variance τ 2 and mean
Due to the power approximation in (22) an inequality of the form
like in Lemma 2.3 for local alternatives would be desirable but is not valid in general.
Extensions 3.1 Random Design
In the random design case the design points t ij (j = 1, . . . , n i ) are i.i.d. realisations of a random variable X i with design density r i (i = 1, 2). In this setting the asymptotic distribution under the null hypothesis H 0 stated in Theorem 2.1 remains valid; but under the fixed alternative H 1 the asymptotic variance changes to
where γ 2 is defined in Theorem 2.2.
Bandwidths and additional prior information on the variances
All results can be generalized to the use of different bandwidths in the three regression estimates, i. e. a bandwidth h i inf i (·) defined in (14), i = 1, 2, and a bandwidth h in the pooled estimatorf (·) defined in (15), cf. Remark 2.7 in Dette and Neumeyer (2001) .
Note that the bandwidth conditions (11) required here are more restrictive than the bandwidth conditions used by Dette and Neumeyer (2001) . They are due to the appearance of an additional bias that originates from the variance estimation (16). But the suggested test statistic can be modified in various ways due to prior knowledge on the variances in order to weaken these bandwidth conditions. On the one hand, if homoscedasticity of the two variances can be assumed, respectively, i. e. σ 2 i (·) ≡ σ 2 i , i = 1, 2, then for the estimation of the constant variance within the i-th sample every estimator that satisfiesσ
can be used, see for example Rice (1984) or Hall and Marron (1990) . The bandwidth conditions (11) can then be weakened to the conditions used by Dette and Neumeyer (2001) ,
and under these conditions we obtain the following limit distributions. Under the null hypothesis H 0 of equal regression functions we have
where the constant B is defined by (10) and C and τ 2 are defined in Theorem 2.1. Under the fixed alternative H 1 the same limit distribution as in Theorem 2.2 holds. If additionally equality of the variances σ 2 1 = σ 2 2 = σ 2 0 can be assumed, σ 2 0 could be estimated from the pooled sample, of course. However, in this case weighting by the variances is not necessary at all and our test statistic essentially reduces to the statistic by Dette and Neumeyer (2001) . On the other hand the less restrictive bandwidth conditions (25) can also be sufficient in the case where we have extra information about the smoothness of the variance functions. We consider the following setting. Condition (9) is replaced by the assumption
where s > d. Moreover, instead of K and h we use a kernelK of order s and a bandwidth b = b N in the definition (16) of the variance estimate. In place of the bandwidth conditions (11) we assume
for the bandwidth b and the conditions (25) for the bandwidth h used for the regression estimators. Under these assumptions the same limit distributions for T N under H 0 and H 1 as stated above for the homoscedastic case hold.
The k-sample case
In this section we indicate how the presented test can be extended to the case of k samples, i. e. we are concerned with the model
and the testing problem is
Further assume for the sample sizes that
where κ i ∈ (0, 1), and for the design densities r i we require (7), i = 1, . . . , k. Following the same idea as in the introduction we end up with a k-sample generalization of the ANOVA-Welch statistic (Welch, 1937 )
where nowf (14) and (16), respectively, for i = 1, . . . , k. 
where the constants are defined as
Theorem 3.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 under the fixed alternative H 1 we have
Wild bootstrap and finite sample properties
Although the testing procedure (17) is distribution free and therefore applicable directly without any estimation of nuisance parameters, our simulations indicated that for small and moderate sample sizes the performance of the test can be improved by the bootstrap technique. Hence in this section we present the finite sample behaviour of a wild bootstrap version of the proposed testing procedure. We confine ourselves to a power comparison with the procedure of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) , because these authors already compared their test to various procedures and we will show that the new test outperforms the testing procedure of the aforementioned authors in most cases. For the sake of brevity we do not present level simulations but our simulations show that the new procedure keeps the level just as well as Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) test.
We consider the following wild bootstrap approach based on the residualŝ
wheref is the pooled regression estimator defined in (15). Let V ij denote i.i.d. random variables, independent of the sample {Y ij }, with masses
at the points 1 2
(1 − √ 5) and 1 2
(1 + √ 5), respectively. We define bootstrap observations
and denote by T * N the test statistic defined in (6) 
of the integrated variance σ 2 i (t)r i (t) dt in the i-th sample (i = 1, 2).
The analogous bootstrap procedure was also simulated for Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) 
N defined in (23). We restrict in the following our presentation to normal errors ε ij ∼ N (0, 1) (various other settings have been simulated and yielded similar results) and present the results for different combinations of sample sizes (n 1 , n 2 ) and nominal levels α. First we consider the case of equidistant design points (i. e. r i ≡ 1, i = 1, 2) in three settings corresponding to the cases of equal homoscedastic, equal heteroscedastic and inhomogeneous heteroscedastic variances. The results for the following regression functions and equal homoscedastic variances,
can be depicted in Table 1 for the new test statistic T N and in Table 2 for Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) procedure for the sake of comparison. The new procedure turns out to be uniformly more powerful in this case. The results for equal heteroscedastic variances according to the following setting,
are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for the test statistics T N defined in (6) and T
N defined in (23), respectively. In all cases we observe a better power of the new test. Results for the case of inhomogeneous and heteroscedastic variances,
are presented in Tables 5 and 6 . In this case we observe slightly better power of Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) test for equal and nearly equal sample sizes, but the new procedure outperforms Dette and Neumeyer's (2001) test, when the sample sizes are rather different, e. g. when n 1 = 10, n 2 = 50. This phenomenon presumably originates from the interplay of sample size and variance in the weight 1 − a = σ
2 n 2 ) from (5) that is assigned to the observations from the second sample in the pooled regression estimate in the definition of test statistic T N . In contrast the corresponding weight used in test statistic T
(1) N is 1 −ã = n 2 /(n 1 + n 2 ). Finally, we present simulations for the setting where both the design densities and the variances are different in the two samples,
The results are shown in tables 7 and 8 and the new test turns out to be uniformly more powerful in this case, where for equal sample sizes the gain in power is remarkable. This is perfectly in accordance with our theoretical findings in Lemma 2.3 and the explanations given in Section 2.2.
The Tables 1-8 are positioned at the end of the paper.
Conclusion
In this paper we have suggested a new procedure for testing the equality of regression curves in different nonparametric regression models. The new test generalizes naturally the method of analysis of covariance to the setting of nonparametric regression. The asymptotic normal distribution of the proposed test statistic under the null hypothesis of equal regression functions as well as under fixed and local alternatives is shown. Under the null hypothesis the test turns out to be asymptotically distribution free. Our procedure is similar in spirit to a test based on a difference of variance estimators recommended by Dette and Neumeyer (2001) . We have shown that the new test gains in power particularly in the case of inhomogeneous and heteroscedastic variances and for different sample sizes resp. design densities.
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A Appendix: Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
The strategy of the proof is in principle similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) . However, technical it becomes quite delicate due to the additional variance estimators involved. By the ease of brevity we will only state the main differences due to the additional variance estimation. With the definition of weights
) the individual regression estimates defined in (14) have the form
An analogous form can be achieved for the combined estimator defined in (15),
with the weights
is an estimator for
Now with the notations (j = 1, . . . , n i , i = 1, 2)
we decompose T N in (6) as
Lemma A.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following expansion of the expectation of the test statistic under the null hypothesis H 0 ,
and under the alternative H 1 ,
where the constants C and µ are defined in the Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Proof. We use the above definitions and the decomposition (35) of the test statistic T N . A Taylor expansion together with (31) and (33) gives
where the last line only holds under the alternative H 1 . For the expectation of the first term on the r. h. s. in (35) we obtain under the alternative H 1 with an application of Proposition A.4 in section A.2
Under the null hypothesis H 0 we directly obtain from (36)
and analogously we obtain for the terms
) under H 0 , respectively. With (31) and Proposition A.4 we further obtain
An analogous calculation yields
Similarly we obtain
Analogous to the previous calculations we obtain that
) under H 0 . From the decomposition (35) of T N and the above calculation the assertion follows.
A.1.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1, Dette and Neumeyer (2001) , the following expansion of the test statistic holds under the alternative H 1 :
and the coefficients are defined by
Lemma A.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 under the alternative H 1 it holds that
Proof. We only consider the case i = 1. With ∆ 1j from (37) we obtain
Now for calculating the variance Var(T (1)
N ) we can substituteR(t) by R(t) defined in (32). The remainder of the expansion 1
is equal to
This yields remainder terms T (1,i) N (i = 1, 2) in the expansion
and the remainders are of the form
The last equality can be obtained by inserting the decomposition of the variance estimator σ 2 i (t) from Proposition A.4 (see section A.2) and a tedious calculation of the variance
From the negligibility of the remainder terms we obtain for the variance
From the proof of the last lemma we additionally obtain under the alternative
with the asymptotic variance
An application of the central limit theorem using Lyapunov's condition yields the asymptotic normality and completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
A.1.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Under the hypothesis H 0 of equal regression functions in the two models we obtain similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Dette and Neumeyer (2001) the decomposition
Lemma A.3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 under the null hypothesis H 0 it holds
Proof. For simplicity we only consider T
N , the other two terms are treated similarly. By the definition of the weights in (31) the coefficients γ ij can be rewritten as
First, we consider the termT
Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma A.2, we find that asymptotically the estimatorR(t) can be replaced by the true R(t) in order to calculate the variance ofT
Finally, we indicate the asymptotic negligibility of the second term
In a first step we replace the estimateR(t) in the denominator by R(t) without changing the asymptotic order. Then we insert the asymptotically dominating part of the expansion of the variance estimator from Proposition A.4 and obtain Var(T (5)
) with some tedious calculations.
(Lemma A.3)
With similar calculations as in the proof of Lemma A.3 we can rewriteT
Applying the same arguments to the termsT
N we obtain
which can be written as a quadratic form
of the random variable ε N = (ε 11 , . . . , ε 1n 1 , ε 21 , . . . , ε 2n 2 ) T with a symmetric matrix A N with vanishing diagonal elements. From Lemma A.3 we obtain for the asymptotic variance
Asymptotic normality of W N can be proved by an application of Theorem 5.2 of de Jong (1987) and this gives the conclusion of Theorem 2.1.
A.2 Auxiliary result
Proposition A.4 Assume model (1) where the ε ij are i. i. d. centered random variables with variance 1, such that assumptions (7)- (12) hold. For the heteroscedastic variance estimators defined in (16) we obtain the expansion (i = 1, 2)
where the dominating part is
with expectation zero. The second term S
n i (t) is deterministic and satisfies
Furthermore we have
with expectation zero, and
with asymptotic expectation E|S 
